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Harvey Airfield a.k.a. Harvey Field is a small - medium size airport located in Snohomish, Washington,
USA. The airfield was established back in 1944 by Noble and Eldon Harvey and Wesley Loback on the
Harvey family’s property. It features two runways and 14 hangar bays and covers an area of
approximately 76 acres (310,000 m2)
The airfield is home to over 350 based aircrafts including six helicopters and eight multi-engine planes
together with almost two dozen businesses including a hot-air balloon charter business and the
Seattle Skydivers.

Specs:








Name Harvey Airfield
Airport type Public
Owner Kandaca Harvey
Location Snohomish, Washington
ICAO/FAA S43
Elevation 16ft / 5m AMSL
Runways 2x
o 33R/15L Asphalt 2750ft / 838m
o 33L/15R Turf 2660ft / 811m

I received this scenery directly from ORBX Systems and the download went quick and easy and
without any problems. The connection to the download server is good so the download didn’t take
much more than half a minute or so.
Installation was also quick and easy, I just used the included installation wizard and the complete
scenery was installed in no time. I searched the forums at ORBX Systems to check for updates or
patches, but for this download version there were no updates.

Prior to the installation of Harvey Field, I had of course also installed the FTX Pacific Northwest
including the PNW005 patch from ORBX. This FTX covers the area where Harvey Field is located and
provides a complete scenery where the airfields are perfectly aligned with the surroundings.
After installation I opened my FSX folder to verify if everything was placed correctly and of course it
was. Hereafter I opened up my FSX and set up a flight from Harvey Field – this just to check that
everything was working properly and that the scenery was installed correctly. The scenery was of
course installed correctly and working perfectly and I was very quickly stunned by the level of details
within this scenery.
Together with this scenery you also get a scenery control panel that is integrated with the FTX Pacific
Northwest control panel. There you have the options to customize the settings for the scenery
complete after your own wishes or to match your computers performance. I chose to max out all my
settings which actually didn’t have a huge impact on my computers performance – the computer that I
have is a high-end computer, so I could imagine that on low-medium-end computers you would have
to make some compromises.

This airfield scenery is a rather large scenery and contains more than just the airfield – the surrounding
are also created and integrated with the rest of the airfield, which improves the overall visual for this
scenery package a lot.
The airfield is very realistic and all buildings are hand-crafted and placed exactly where their real life
counter parts are placed – this I have checked using Google-Earth and the precision placing of the
buildings are very high. Together with all the superb buildings the scenery also contains various
vehicles, materials, aircrafts, people and much much more.
The buildings are created very realistic with an enormous amount of details and various special made
markings / signs that resembles the real buildings – e.g. the Skydiver building or the main building etc.
They are all covered with good quality textures and have a superb finish.

ORBX has also put in a new technology that they have named People Flow. This is really impressive
and adds hugely to the realism of an fully working virtual airfield. The People Flow is animated people
walking around in the scenery doing various things as e.g. talking to each other, walking from a hangar

bay to a plane, swimming in a pool, making barbecue and so on – This turns the scenery into a living
environment and contributes to create a very realistic atmosphere.
Animations do not stop there and the Harvey Field also features AI moving vehicles which are special
made by ORBX to be included in this scenery and not just standard FSX AI vehicle traffic. This is very
well made and now the scenery suddenly becomes completely dynamic and the feeling I got when
moving around the airfield was just so realistic.
Now you would think that you had seen it all but no, ORBX have of course also included AI aircraft
traffic to give the airfield the most realism but also created additional animations in the scenery – now
ORBX went all the way and animated the trees and grass where you can see them swerving in the
wind – this is simply awesome and I am very impressed with all these animations and details that
ORBX has created and integrated into this scenery.

When I took off from Harvey Field I toured the airfield several times to get the grand overview, and
this showed me that it was not only the airfield that was included in this scenery, but also a huge area

around the scenery where I could see that ORBX had created again extra buildings, road and various
other special made details – I was again stunned because this I did not expect.
5On my tour around the airfield I also noticed some hot air balloons flying at various altitudes. This
was again a superb detail because you at Harvey Field also have a hot air balloon charter business in
real life, and this was now also integrated into this scenery. The hot air balloons are created by ORBX
which was easy to see because one of the hot air balloons had the FTX logo.
I tried to fly very close to one of the flying hot air balloons and discovered that ORBX had also included
a sound set for these hot air balloons – I could now hear when the “pilot” released the flame to get
more hot air into the balloon, and I am also quite sure that I saw that the “pilot” was animated so that
he moved when doing so. This is most certainly something that I have never before seen for a
flightsimulator scenery – this level of detail is awesome and will probably be the future of virtual flight
simulation.
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This is indeed one of the very best sceneries that I have ever seen for flightsimulator and the
complexity of this airfield is stunning. Everything possible is created or animated – e.g. the power lines
at the end of the runway are not just created as standard power lines, but they are made with the
“bobbles” as in real life, so that pilots easily can see them during take-off or landing.
I can keep on listing up detail after detail, animation after animation etc but instead I will just include
a lot of pictures – there you can see all that I am talking about. This scenery deserves maximum rating
and therefore I rate this scenery from ORBX with 5/5-Stars. I thank the team from ORBX for creating
and sharing this unique and very beautiful scenery with the rest of the flightsim community.
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